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Abstract
The design of safety critical systems frequently necessitates to simultaneously fulﬁll several logical
and numerical constraints as requirements in order to deliver a functionally correct and optimal
target system. In the current paper, we present a combined optimization and reachability analysis
approach using the Spin model checker [5] for problems modeled with graph transformation systems
with time [3]. First, we encode graph transformation rules into transitions systems in Promela (the
input language of Spin) following [9,10]. Then we restrict valid execution paths to time-ordered
transformation sequences by additional logical conditions. The desired reachability property (as
logical condition) is used to potentially decrease the global best cost variable whenever a new path
satisﬁes the property. The optimal solution for the problem is found by a single exhaustive run
of the model checker encoding the numerical constraints into a dynamic LTL formula to cut oﬀ
suboptimal paths violating the Branch-and-Bound heuristics.
Keywords: graph transformation, optimization, model checking.
1 Introduction
Recently, the notion of graph transformation systems (GTS) with time has
been introduced in [3] to provide formal support for modeling embedded and
safety critical systems that make heavy use of concepts like timeouts, timing
constraints, delays, etc. Moreover, correctness with respect to these issues is
critical to the successful operation of these systems. This approach deﬁnes
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globally time-ordered transformation sequences to capture the consistency of
time values attached to vertices.
Since the violation of such timing restrictions is typically critical, the for-
mal analysis of graph transformation systems is frequently necessitated in
practice to prove the functional correctness of the system by using oﬀ-the-
shelf analysis tools (like model checkers or theorem provers). Several recent
research activities [1,6,10] have been focusing on the model checking of graph
transformation systems. In [9], a tool support is reported for mapping graph
transformation systems into Promela (the input language of the model checker
Spin [5]) based on the encoding of [10].
However, requirements frequently necessitate to build a system that is
simultaneously correct and optimal, i.e., the system has to simultaneously fulﬁll
logical and numerical conditions. For instance, a typical requirement in safety
critical systems is to ﬁnd the optimal path respecting all timing constraints
that leads to a desirable (target) system conﬁguration. For this purpose, we
need to combine reachability analysis with optimization. A primary basis of a
combined technique can be based upon [8] where optimal scheduling problems
are solved by embedding Branch-and-Bound techniques into the model checker
Spin [5]. The same problem has been tackled on a Petri net basis using Process
Network Synthesis algorithms for optimization in [4].
In the current paper, we outline a combined reachability analysis and op-
timization technique for graph transformation systems with time.
(i) First, we derive a functionally equivalent transition system (TS) of the
graph transformation system without time following [10] that collects all
potential rule applications.
(ii) Then, additional conditions are added to each transition to restrict the
execution paths traversed by the model checker to time-ordered transfor-
mation sequences.
(iii) The reachability property (i.e., the desirable target conﬁguration) is en-
coded as a separate Promela process. If the desired conﬁguration is
reached on an execution path and the cost of this solution is better than
the cost of the best solution found up to this certain point we decrease
this global variable storing the optimal cost.
(iv) To ﬁnd the optimal solution with a single exhaustive run of the model
checker, the state space is pruned by Branch-and-Bound techniques for
suboptimal solutions. The Branch-and-Bound technique is encoded into
the property to be veriﬁed (stating that the current cost will eventually
become larger than or equal to the best cost on each execution path) thus
it is changing dynamically during the model checking process.
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2 Optimization Problems in GTS with Time
In this section, we illustrate how to model optimization problems using graph
transformation systems with time. For a motivating example, we discuss (a
slightly modiﬁed version of) a job-shop scheduling problem, the Personaliza-
tion Machine example discussed in [8]. The example is a simpliﬁed version of
a case study carried out within the AMETIST project.
2.1 The Personalization Machine Problem
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Fig. 1. Personalization machine
The Personalization Machine problem is to schedule the personalization of
smart cards. In Fig. 1, a schematic overview of the personalization machine
is depicted. The empty smart cards are transported by a conveyor belt (that
consists of conveyor cells) to the personalization stations. The personalization
process consists of the following main steps (where the costs of operations,
i.e., the time they take, are also depicted in Fig. 1): (i) the Unloader puts
the smart card on the ﬁrst cell of the conveyor belt (using the unload and
shift in operations); (ii) the conveyor can shift a card to the next cell as a
single move. If a card reaches the last cell and it has not been personalized
yet, it will be sent to the empty cards and reloaded again in a later phase; (iii)
the card can be taken from the belt by a free personalization station (pers in),
the personalization of the card begins immediately, i.e., the machine programs
the card with personalized data (pers), and takes back to the conveyor belt
(pers out); (iv) ﬁnally, the card is removed by the Loader from the last cell of
the conveyor belt (shift out and load operations).
Our goal is to ﬁnd an optimal schedule to personalize n smart cards with
m personalization stations.
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2.2 Deﬁning the static structure: Type and instance graphs
The static structure of the Personalization Machine problem is modeled by
using type and instance graphs which are formal graph-based representations
of traditional UML class and object diagrams. Graph nodes in the type graph
correspond to classes while edges correspond to associations. Attributes are
frequently interpreted as special nodes. The instance graph represents the
modeled system, and it is connected to the type graph by a typing homo-
morphism (formalizing the instance-of relation). Graph nodes in the instance
graph correspond to objects, edges represent links while attributes are called
slots in UML terms.
In the left part of Fig. 2, the type graph of the personalization machine
problem is depicted as a UML class diagram. It consists of the nodes Card, Un-
loader, Loader, PersonalizationStation, and ConveyorCells. In order to model the
cost of operations, all nodes (except for personalization stations) have a time
attribute. The time attributes represent logical clocks that register the time
when the last operation applied on the corresponding node was completed.
The current position and state of cards (and other objects) are denoted by
edges and attributes with a hold postﬁx. A card is considered to be processed
by setting the personalized attribute to true.
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Fig. 2. Type graph and a graph transformation rule
2.3 Modeling dynamic behavior: Graph transformation with time
Graph transformation [7] provides a rule and pattern based manipulation of
typed and attributed graph models by replacing a part of an instance graph
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matching a speciﬁc pattern with another graph. In graph transformation with
time [3], a time attribute is a logical clock (typically) with non-negative integer
values that can be attached to nodes. The time attribute has a distinguished
role to deﬁne how the time progresses in discrete steps in a consistent way.
A graph transformation rule p = (L,R) contains a left–hand side graph
L, and a right–hand side graph R, where both graphs correspond to the type
graph. The application of a rule p to an instance graph G replaces a matching
of L in G by an image of R. This is performed by (1) ﬁnding an occurrence
of L in G, (2) removing that part of G which is matched to elements of L not
belonging to R, (3) and, symmetrically, gluing the new nodes and edges to G
that can be mapped to R but not to L obtaining the derived graph H .
A graph transformation system (GTS) consists of a set of graph transfor-
mation rules, while a graph transformation (sequence) is a sequence of con-
secutive rule applications selected from GTS that evolves the system from
an initial graph model. A graph transformation system with time consists of
rules that manipulate the time attributes in such a way that a transforma-
tion sequence derived by a GTS with time is valid if it fulﬁlls the following
conditions.
1. Local monotonicity: All time values in the occurrence of R in H are
higher than any of the time values in the occurrence of L in G.
2. Uniform timestamp: All time values in the occurrence of R in H are
equal. This uniform timestamp is the time of the rule application.
3. Time-ordered transformation sequences: A graph transformation se-
quence is called time–ordered if the time of consecutive rule applications in
the sequence is monotonically increasing.
Informally, Condition 1 ensures that the application of a rule takes positive
time. Condition 2 states the atomicity of rule application, i.e., all eﬀects
speciﬁed in the right–hand side are observed at the same time. Condition
3 expresses that the system should evolve along time-ordered transformation
sequences that can be executed by a central scheduler (having a global picture
of the system). While Condition 1 and 2 can be fulﬁlled at compile-time by the
structure of a graph transformation rule, Condition 3 can only be guaranteed
at run-time by carefully selecting (i) the next rule to be applied and (ii) the
next occurrence of the rule.
For space consideration, we introduce only one rule of the Personalization
Machine problem, when the personalization machine places back the card to
the conveyor belt after personalization. The pers out rule (depicted in the
right part of Fig. 2) can be applied if (1) there exists a card which has already
been personalized (C.personalized=true), (2) it has not been released by the
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station yet (there is a pers hold link between the card and the personalization
station), and (3) the conveyor cell connected to the personalization station is
empty (CC.card hold=false).
The application of the rule yields an instance graph where the personalized
card is placed back to the belt: (1) the card is released by the personalization
station (P.pers hold=false and the pers hold link is deleted), and (2) the card
is put back onto the belt (a conv hold link is created between the cell and the
card, and the corresponding hold attributes are set), and (3) the timestamp
of the card and the conveyor cell is set to max(t1,t2)+1.
Note that rule pers out satisﬁes both the Local monotonicity and the Uni-
form timestamp conditions: (1) the timestamps in R are greater than the
timestamps in L, and (2) all timestamps in R are equal.
3 From GTSs with Time to Transition Systems
Transition systems (TS) are a common mathematical formalism that serves
as the input speciﬁcation of various model checker tools where the system is
evolving by executing non-deterministic conditional like rules to manipulate
state variables.
Graph transformation systems with time are encoded into a behaviorally
equivalent TS in a two-step process. First, we collect all potential applications
of graph transformation rules into transitions in the TS to handle a single
graph transformation step correctly following [9,10]. Then valid execution
paths are restricted to time-ordered transformation sequences by additional
logical conditions on the time(stamp) of rule applications.
For space limitations, we only sketch the encoding of graph transformation
rules into transitions in the target TS and omitting several conceptual details
(such as the declaration of state variables driven by the metamodel or the
initialization phase driven by the initial model) which are discussed in [10].
3.1 Encoding of GT rules
Potential applications of graph transformation rules are encoded into behav-
iorally equivalent transitions of the corresponding TS (where a transition of a
TS is composed of a guard and state variable updates). Behavioral equivalence
means that whenever a GT rule becomes applicable on a certain matching, the
guard of a corresponding transition should evaluate to true thus the transition
can be ﬁred (and vice versa).
• All potential matchings of a GT rule are collected at compile-time into
the guards of transitions. These guards are constituted primarily from the
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logical conditions imposed by the L graph and attribute conditions. Fur-
thermore, the guards might also need to contain identiﬁcation and dangling
conditions as well in case of the double-pushout approach [2].
• The eﬀects of applying a rule on a certain matching are encoded as state
variable updates. These updates should handle if a certain graph node or
edge is created or removed, or, if a new value is assigned to an attribute.
Although this compile-time preprocessing can be time-consuming, since all
the potential matches of a rule have to be found, we only have to traverse a
relatively small part of the state space for this step. This is because graph
transformation rules deﬁne local modiﬁcations to the system state thus it is
typically negligible when compared with the time required for traversing the
entire state space during model checking.
The equivalent Promela transition 4 that encodes rule pers out (of Fig. 2)
is depicted below as a demonstration when applied on the potential matching
{CC → cc1, P → p1, C → c1} (expressing that the personalization of card c1
has been completed at station p1 thus it is placed back on the conveyor cell
cc1).
:: atomic {
convCell[cc1] && conv_hold[cc1] == false && myCell[p1][cc1] &&
persStation[p1] && pers_hold[p1] == true && pers_hold[c1][p1] &&
card[c1] && card_hold[c1] == true && personalized[c1] == true ->
pers_hold’[c1][p1] = false;
conv_hold’[c1][cc1] = true;
time’[cc1] = max(time[cc1]+1, time[c1]+1);
time’[c1] = max(time[cc1]+1, time[c1]+1); }
In the guard, we check the existence of nodes and edges of corresponding
types (such as, e.g., convCell[cc1] and myCell[p1][cc1]), and attribute conditions
(such as personalized[c1] == true). The state variable updates remove the
pers hold edge and create a new conv hold edge, moreover, they update the
time variable according to the conditions of GTSs with time.
3.2 Ensuring time-orderedness
The previous encoding handles the time attributes as conventional attributes
in the GTS. This way, there are execution paths in the target TS that are not
time-ordered. To restrict the execution paths to time-ordered transformation
sequences, several extensions are required for each transition.
We introduce a new state variable prev time which stores the time(stamp)
of the previous rule application thus it is globally accessed by all transitions on
4 Note that the original technique in [10] uses further optimizations to reduce the number
of state variables and to eliminate dead transitions which is omitted from the current paper.
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a single path. Since we aim at restricting valid execution paths to time-ordered
ones, the guard of each transition is extended with a literal to check that the
time of the current rule application is larger than (or equal to) the time of
the previous rule application. If the guard evaluates to true (i.e., the sequence
remains time-ordered) then the state variable prev time is updated as well to
store the time of the current rule application. In case of rule pers out, the
following extensions are required for the transition of the previous example.
max(time[cc1], time[c1]) + 1 >= prev_time && ... ->
prev_time’ = max(time[cc1], time[c1]) + 1; ...
Note that since the structure of graph transformation rules trivially implies
Condition 1 and 2, only Condition 3 has to be encoded into the Promela
description.
As a summary, to restrict our investigation to time-ordered transforma-
tion sequences, changes are required to the transition system itself, but these
changes are tool independent thus they can be applied to any model checker
having an input language based on transition systems. Meanwhile, the tech-
niques to be presented in Section 4 are speciﬁc to Spin.
Given the transition system derived from a GTS with time, the model
checker Spin can automatically verify the validity of an arbitrary LTL formula.
In this way, we are able to decide whether certain properties (requirements)
hold on any time-ordered execution path of the GTS.
4 Combined Optimization and Reachability Analysis
To perform simultaneous optimization and veriﬁcation, we restrict ourselves to
reachability properties used as functional requirements (logical constraints).
Thus our ultimate goal is to ﬁnd an optimal transformation sequence (ex-
ecution path) that leads to a desired situation deﬁned by the reachability
property. We now adapt the techniques of [8] to enable optimization in Spin.
In a reachability property, we ask whether a desired situation will become
true in at least one state on at least one execution path of the system. For-
mally, in LTL terms, a reachability property is of the form G ¬p, where p is the
property describing the desired situation. If the property G ¬p is found valid
by the model checker, then the desired situation is not reachable, otherwise
the desired situation is reachable, and the model checker will derive a state
sequence leading to this situation as a counterexample.
In Spin, LTL formulae are translated into special Promela processes (au-
tomata) with high-priority. In fact, a reachability property can be interpreted
as a special error transition (called never claim) which interrupts the run of
the model checker if ﬁred at any time and retrieves the error trace.
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4.1 Updating the best cost of a solution
However, in case of optimization, the ﬁring of such an error transition should
not interrupt the model checking process, it only indicates that a (functionally)
correct solution is found. Now we need to check whether the cost (i.e., the
overall execution time in our case) of the current execution path satisfying the
reachability property is less than the best cost of a previously found execution
path. In such a case, the best cost should be decreased to store the cost of the
current sequence. Finally, the model checker should continue to investigate
the next execution path.
To implement this behavior, we need to rely on Spin 4.0 which supports the
inclusion of embedded C code into Promela models by the following primitives:
(i) c state: to add new C variables to the Promela model; (ii) c expr: to
evaluate a C expression in a guard; and (iii) c code: to add arbitrary C code
fragments as an atomic statement to the Promela model.
(i) First we deﬁne a global variable best cost in the Promela model using the
c state construct as follows: c state "int best cost" "Hidden" .
The scope ”Hidden” denotes that the variable best cost will not be
stored in the state vector and will be global to all execution runs.
(ii) The variable best cost is initialized at the start of the veriﬁcation to
MAX COST (a worst-case estimate of the cost of a schedule).
#define MAX_COST 1000
init {
c_code { best_cost = MAX_COST; }}
(iii) Whenever a new solution is found, i.e., in the error transition(s) of the
reachability property, the cost (time) of the execution path (i.e., the
variable prev time) is compared with the best cost so far. If prev time is
smaller then we have found a better solution, so the variable best cost is
decreased and the trace is saved. The following piece of Promela code
represents a reachability property reach prop stating that each card c1,
. . . cn should be personalized eventually.
#define reach_prop (personalized[c1] && ... && personalized[cn])
reach_prop ->
c_code {
if (now.prev_time < best_cost) {
best_cost = now.prev_time;
/* Further Spin specific code to save the current trace */ }}
4.2 Branch-and-Bound using dynamic LTL formulae
Branch-and-Bound [11] is an approach developed for solving discrete and com-
binatorial optimization problems. The essence of the Branch-and-Bound ap-
proach is to enumerate all possible solutions by constructing an enumeration
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tree. When building the tree (i.e., the state space), we can stop considering
an execution path (partial solution) if it is certain that all paths via this state
(i) either lead to an invalid solution (logical cut) or (ii) will have higher costs
than the best path found so far (numerical cut).
Following the guidelines of [8], we encode the Branch-and-Bound technique
into the property to be veriﬁed by Spin. We check whether the cost (i.e., the
time) of an execution path will eventually become greater than or equal to the
best cost, and this property should be valid on each execution path. Formally,
the corresponding LTL is F(higher cost ∨ G(¬ reach prop)) where reach prop
is the desired reachability property, and higher cost is deﬁned as
#define higher_cost (c_expr { now.prev_time >= best_cost})
When checking F(higher cost), the model checker enumerates all solutions
(i.e., time ordered transformation sequences leading to a desired situation) one
by one, but the exhaustive traversal of the state space is reduced by numerical
cuts whenever (i) the cost of an execution path exceeds the best cost (i.e.,
prev time > best cost), or (ii) the current path is a solution with a new (more
optimal) best cost (thus prev time = best cost), or either logical cuts when
reach prop can never be satisﬁed on a certain path.
As the variable best cost is decreased whenever a more optimal solution
satisfying the reachability property is found, the LTL formula that is being
checked is changing dynamically during the veriﬁcation.
5 Conclusions
In the current paper, we proposed a simultaneous optimization and veriﬁcation
for systems modeled as GTSs with time. In this way, we are able to ﬁnd the
optimal time-ordered transformation sequence leading to a desired system
conﬁguration (deﬁned by a reachability property) by using the model checker
Spin. As the next step for our current research, we aim at assessing the
practical limits of the proposed technique on benchmark examples.
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